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Abstract—The mirror method and its variants are widely used in storage systems. However, they suffer from low data availability during on-line reconstruction because sequential reads are inevitable under the current element arrangements. In this paper, we propose a shifted element arrangement method in mirror disk arrays to provide high data availability during reconstruction, which can be used in both the mirror method and its variants. We design this novel element arrangement to minimize the maximum number of elements that are read out from one disk, thus minimize the number of read accesses during the reconstruction process. Theoretically, we prove that our shifted element arrangement improves data availability by a factor of n or (2n+1)/4 (n is the number of disks in the data disk array), respectively, in the mirror methods without or with parity, while still enjoying the theoretical optimal write efficiency. Our experimental evaluation with n equal to three to seven shows that the shifted element arrangement achieved an improvement of a factor of 1.54 to 4.55 in data availability during reconstruction, and compatible write efficiency.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of massive storage systems, the storage capacity has greatly increased recently. However, this also brings big challenges to reliability and availability in storage systems. The probability of disk failures [1, 2] and latent sector errors [3-6] arises along with storage systems’ growth in size and complexity. Consequently, the probability of one or concurrent multiple disk failures is becoming higher and higher. Thus efficient RAID architectures to provide a fault tolerance of one or more disks are needed urgently. For example, the mirror method [7] is the simplest way to provide such data protection. Itself and its variants are widely used in RAID architectures and actual systems [8, 9].

Since data replications and other redundant information are stored in RAID architectures to provide fault tolerance, how to efficiently access them is essential for high performance. For example, write operations involve multiple writes on different locations, updating both the data itself and its related redundant information. The mirror method achieves the theoretical optimal construction and updating efficiency in its write strategy, because the parallel Input/Output (I/O) mechanism (i.e. each disk in RAID can read/write an element synchronously in one read/write access) is fully utilized in its write operations. This also is one of the reasons why the mirror method is often used in practical storage systems.

However, reading out data replications and other redundant information during the reconstruction process becomes a bottleneck in the mirror method and other existing RAID architectures, which hurts both reconstruction efficiency and data availability during reconstruction. The importance of this problem becomes more significant in the on-line reconstruction scenario [10], where the system continues to respond to user applications while recovering failed disks. As a result, the data availability during on-line reconstruction becomes a more and more popular problem in storage systems, and draws recent attentions to optimize RAID reconstruction strategies [10, 11].

We tackle this problem differently from previous works. We observe that the read throughput during the reconstruction process is determined by both the complexity of code computation and the maximum number of read accesses from one disk. In the traditional mirror method, during reconstruction, a large number of elements have to be read out from a single disk, which can only be done sequentially. Hence, we aim to alter element arrangements in RAID architectures to avoid such sequential reads.

In this paper, we propose a novel element arrangement method for mirror disk arrays, which can be used not only in the traditional mirror method, but also in its variants, such as the mirror method with parity. Our proposed arrangement method evenly distributes the replications of data elements in one disk to all the disks in the mirror disk array, such that the number of elements read out from one disk for reconstruction is minimized when disk failures happen. This even distribution allows parallel read accesses for fetching data replications, which leads to high data availability during reconstruction. In addition, our shifted element arrangement is orthogonal to other existing reconstruction optimization
technologies [10, 11], such as the I/O Workload Outsourcing method [11], and can be used together with them.

This paper makes the following contributions:

1) We propose a shifted element arrangement method for mirror disk arrays, which maps a column of a stripe in the data disk array to a row in the mirror disk array then loop shifts each row in the mirror disk array with varying shifting distances. We also propose the shifted mirror method and the shifted mirror method with parity to show how to use our arrangement method in the traditional mirror method and its variants.

2) Theoretically, we prove three important properties of our shifted element arrangement method, and prove that our shifted mirror methods (without or with parity) achieve the theoretical optimal write efficiency, and improve data availability by a factor of \( n \) or \( \frac{2n+1}{2} \), respectively, where \( n \) is the number of disks in the data disk array.

3) We implemented our shifted mirror methods (without or with parity) using Jearsure-1.2 [12] and evaluated them against traditional methods from 3 to 7 disks in each disk array. Our experimental results show the shifted mirror methods (without or with parity) achieved an improvement of a factor of 1.54 to 4.55 in data availability during reconstruction, and compatible write efficiency.

The rest of this paper will be organized as follows. The next section will provide some background and Section III will offer the motivation of our work. The new element arrangement for the shifted mirror method and its reconstruction proof are presented in Section IV, and we will see the utilization of the new element arrangement on the mirror method with parity in Section V. Then we will show the features and performance of the new arrangement in Section VI and the corresponding experiment evaluations in Section VII. Finally, the conclusions are shown in the last section.

II. BACKGROUND

A number of RAID architectures have been proposed in the literature. We introduce the mirror method and two RAID architectures providing a fault tolerance of two in this section. We discuss their advantages and disadvantages in the following aspects: storage efficiency, construction and updating efficiency in write operations, data availability during reconstruction, and some other aspects that are used as the metrics to evaluate RAID architectures [13].

A. Terms and Notations

Before we describe previous RAID architectures, we first summarize a list of terms, definitions, and notations that we use throughout the paper.

Element: A chunk of data or parity information, which is the basic building block in RAID architectures. Each element contains the maximal unit of information that can be modified using the minimal number of disk I/O commands.

Stripe: A maximal set of data and parity elements that are dependent to one another in terms of redundancy relations. The elements between different stripes are independent with one another. “This is synonymous with ‘algorithm instance’ in that it is a complete instantiation of an erasure algorithm and is independent of any other instantiation [14].” In the research of RAID architectures and algorithms, it is very common to use “stripe” as the basic unit, thus we follow the same way in this paper and only discuss the architectures and their corresponding algorithms in one stripe.

Disk Array: A collection of disks in practice on which one or more stripes are instantiated. The disks mapping from logical to physical are rotated from stripe to stripe in order to get load-balance. See also the definition of “stack” below.

Stack: A collection of stripes in a disk array that contains all the different possible disks mappings from logical to physical. As a result, the loss of any two (or one) physical disks in a stack covers all combinations of failure of two (or one) logical disks in one stripe.

Data disk array: A disk array where the original data elements are stored. The disks in a data disk array are called data disks.

Mirror disk array: A disk array where a complete replication of all the original data elements is stored. The disks in a mirror disk array are called mirror disks.

Parity disk: Other disks besides disk arrays that are used to store the parity elements, which are the XOR sums of specific sets of data elements in the data disk array. With the help of Boolean Algebra, a parity element provides a fault tolerance of one element in its calculation set.

B. The Mirror Method

The mirror method is used in RAID 1, whereby we just copy the whole original data disk array to another disk - the mirror disk array. As shown in Fig. 1, every data is stored twice in the mirror method. We use numbers to represent elements in Fig. 1 to illustrate the element arrangement, which means the elements labeled with the same numbers store the same data. In addition, a column represents a disk, so a disk failure means a column of elements cannot be accessed. In this example, three disks are located in one stripe of both disk arrays and each disk stores three elements.

![Data disk array and Mirror disk array](image)

Figure 1. An example of the mirror method.
Following its original idea, other mirror disk arrays can be added into RAID 1 to make it able to provide higher fault tolerance. These methods are used a lot in recent distributed file systems, such as the three-mirror method used in [8, 9], which stores three replicas of data.

The mirror method is the simplest way to provide data protection, where the construction and updating efficiency attains to the optimality. The reconstruction in the mirror method needs to read out the theoretical least number of elements; however, all these elements are stored on the same disk, thus reading them out can only be done sequentially, which significantly impacts the data availability during the reconstruction process.

C. RAID Architectures to Provide a Fault Tolerance of Two

RAID 1 to 5 are the original RAID levels when RAID was proposed [7] and each of them provides a single disk protection. Nearly all the RAID architectures that provide a fault tolerance of two or even more can be viewed as the extensions or combinations from these original RAID architectures.

In particular, RAID 5 is an MDS (Maximum Distance Separable) [15] RAID architecture with optimal storage efficiency. In RAID 5, the XOR sum of data elements in each row is calculated and set as a parity element to be stored in another disk, i.e. the parity disk. In this way, RAID 5 can tolerate any single disk failure and the modification of a single data element in RAID 5 only leads to update one parity element, which attains to the theoretical optimality. Furthermore, the rotation of the parity disk in practice gets rid of the bottleneck in the write strategy of RAID 5. However, all the intact elements need to be read out in any reconstruction processes of RAID 5, leading to very low data availability during reconstruction.

There are two ways to expand RAID 5 into a RAID architecture that provides a fault tolerance of two. The first way is to copy the whole the data disk array to a new mirror disk array, namely, the mirror method with parity. The other way is to add another parity disk, making the architecture RAID 6 [16].

1) The Mirror Method with Parity: The mirror method with parity is a RAID architecture to provide a fault tolerance of two. As shown in Fig. 2, besides data disk array and mirror disk array, a parity disk is added to make up this architecture. It is clear that this architecture keeps the construction and updating efficiency optimal, but its storage efficiency is always less than 50 percent.

In most failure situations, when the two failed disks are not the replications of each other, only the elements on their own corresponding replication disks need to be read out for data recovery. However, this read out phase can only be done sequentially because all the elements we need are on the same disk, which is harmful for the data availability during the reconstruction process.

2) RAID 6: RAID 6 is the first level of RAID architecture that provides a fault tolerance of two [16]. Many erasure code instances for RAID 6 are proposed in the literature, examples include EVENODD code [17] and RDP code [18]. There are two parity disks in most of the RAID 6 codes, so they are always MDS codes with the optimal storage efficiency. In most RAID 6 codes, the calculation algorithm of the first parity disk is the same as that of the parity disk in RAID 5, but that of the second parity disk is much more complicated. As proved by [19, 20], horizontal RAID 6 code cannot attain the theoretically optimal construction and updating efficiency, which means the modification for a single data element in RAID 6 may lead to update more than two parity elements.

There are two factors behind the low data availability during the reconstruction process of RAID 6. The main reason is that all the intact elements in RAID 6 have to be read out to recover the failed elements in nearly all failure situations. The second factor is that the complicated calculation algorithm for the second parity disk makes the reconstruction algorithm cumbersome; a lot of calculations have to be done before reconstructing the failed elements.

III. Motivation & Problem Statement

During the on-line reconstruction process [10], the storage system keeps on serving user applications. When a user requires to read data on the disk under reconstruction, the failed data is recovered and responded to user with a higher priority than other reconstruction I/Os. Hence, it is very important to quickly make failed data available during the reconstruction process. Formally, we define the data availability during reconstruction at the disk array level as the amount of recovered data read out from disk arrays in unit time [21], which is regarded as read throughput. Regardless of the actual strategy employed in the underlining Operation System and File System, higher read throughput during the reconstruction process leads to more failed data available at the disk array level, hence the storage system could respond to user read requests faster. In this paper, we focus on improving current RAID architectures to achieve high data availability during reconstruction.

One major limitation of current RAID architectures is the low data availability during reconstruction. For example, either in the mirror method or the mirror method with
parity, when one disk from the data disk array fails, all the replications of the failed elements can be read out only from its corresponding replication disk in the mirror disk array. Even worse, all the intact elements need to be read out to reconstruct the failed elements in RAID 5 and RAID 6. The reason why we have to read elements sequentially and suffer from low read throughput in these traditional RAID architectures is because the elements we need are on one single disk, which cannot bring parallel I/O into play.

On the other hand, we know that elements from different disks can be read out simultaneously thanks to the parallel I/O mechanism in RAID architectures. For example, for \( n \) elements, if they are on the same disk, we need \( n \) read accesses in completion their sequential read, whereas, only one read access is needed if they are on \( n \) different disks. In other words, the number of read accesses in a RAID architecture is determined by the maximum number of elements that we read out from one disk. If we minimize the maximum number of elements we read out from one disk, we can recover the same amount of data with least number of read accesses, thus improving the data availability during the reconstruction process. This observation directly motivates us to distribute the replications of the elements that on a disk evenly to all the disks in the mirror disk array, leading to a novel element arrangement in mirror disk arrays to provide high data availability during reconstruction.

We also consider write efficiency in designing our new element arrangement method. The efficiency of write operations is important to provide fast response to user write requests, and varies a lot in different RAID architectures. Both the traditional mirror method and mirror method with parity provide the optimal write efficiency, but RAID 6 cannot [19, 20]. To keep the theoretical optimal write efficiency is also a mission in designing the new element arrangement in this paper.

IV. Shifted Mirror Method

In our new mirror method, there are two disk arrays (i.e. the data disk array and the mirror disk array). Data are stored in both disk arrays, i.e. the original data elements are stored in the data disk array and their replication elements are stored in the mirror disk array. However, different from the traditional mirror method, the mirror disk array is no longer just a simple replication of the data disk array; we rearrange the elements in the mirror disk array by some shifting operations to provide high data availability by full utilization of parallel I/O during the reconstruction process. Under the novel element arrangement, our new mirror method is regarded as the shifted mirror method.

We first illustrate the basic idea of the shifted mirror method with an example in Fig. 3. Without loss of generality, we can focus on the architecture and its corresponding algorithm in one stripe [14], so only one stripe is shown in the figure. Later on, we will describe the systematic element arrangement method in mirror disk arrays formally and verify features and performance that the shifted mirror method provides.

Similarly, we use numbers to represent elements in Fig. 3, which means the elements labeled with the same numbers store the same data. In addition, a column represents a disk in the figure, so a disk failure means a column of elements cannot be accessed. In this example, three disks are considered in one stripe of both disk arrays and each disk stores three elements. For example, elements 1, 4 and 7 are stored on the same data disk, but their replications are stored on different mirror disks. This is the key insight of our paper that the mirror disk array contains the same data as in the data disk array, but with different element arrangement.

A. Element Arrangement

In Fig. 4, we illustrate the systematic element arrangement method in mirror disk arrays. The elements in Fig. 4 are labeled with two numbers separated by a comma, with the first number being the column index in the data disk array and the second number being the row index in the data disk array. In addition, the two elements marked with the same pairs of numbers store the same data.

We assume both the data disk array and the mirror disk array have \( n \) disks. Our arrangement method would like to distribute elements from one data disk to all the \( n \) mirror disks. Hence, we consider \( n \) elements for each stripe to maximize storage efficiency. As a result, there are \( n \times n \) elements in a stripe for each disk array and no additional limitations on \( n \). Actually, the number of rows in a stripe can be chosen to adapt to the number of data disks because there

![Figure 3. An example of the shifted mirror method.](image)

![Figure 4. Systematic element arrangement in the shifted mirror method.](image)
are many stripes in each practice disk array. Furthermore, the increase in the capacity of disks will lead to more stripes in the whole disk array but will not change the shape of each stripe.

In the following description, we use the standard mathematical notation \((x)\mod y\) to represent the non-negative remainder when \(x\) is divided by \(y\). That is to say, \((x)\mod y = z\) if and only if \(x \equiv z \mod y\), \(0 \leq z < y\). For example, \((5)\mod 3 = 2\) and \((-1)\mod 3 = 4\).

The disks are numbered 0 to \(n - 1\) from left to right while the elements in each disk are numbered 0 to \(n-1\) from top to bottom in both disk arrays. Now we can denote the element \(a_{i,j} (0 \leq i < n, 0 \leq j < n)\) as the \(j^{th}\) element on the \(i^{th}\) data disk and the element \(b_{i,j} (0 \leq i < n, 0 \leq j < n)\) as the \(j^{th}\) element on the \(i^{th}\) mirror disk.

In our novel element arrangement, we take the elements on each data disk onto different mirror disks, so that the read throughput during the reconstruction processes of these disks could be accelerated by parallel I/O. Exchanging the column index-\(i\) and the row index-\(j\) is one of the best choices to achieve this. However, under this exchange, the elements on the same row in the data disk array are allocated on the same mirror disk, which is badly harmful for the write efficiency. Thus, loop shifts are taken in each row of the mirror disk array after the exchanging. The shifting distance of each row is determined by its row index, i.e. the final column location is no longer \(j\), but \((i+j)\). Above all, the element arrangement in shifted mirror method can be expressed by:

\[
a_{i,j} = b_{(i+j),i}, 0 \leq i < n, 0 \leq j < n.
\]

This formula can be translated so as to easily represent the elements in the mirror disk array, i.e.:

\[
b_{i,j} = a_{j,(i-j),i}, 0 \leq i < n, 0 \leq j < n.
\]

Actually, we can explain the element arrangement method in mirror disk arrays in a visualized fashion: We just take the elements on each data disk onto each row of the mirror disk array then loop shift them with a distance determined by the column index in the data disk array.

Alternatively, we could perform the arrangement in two steps. Firstly, the first element of each data disk (the elements on the first row) are exactly allocated one by one on the left-most main diagonal of slope 1 (the diagonal contains the top-left element) in the mirror disk array. This allocation is shown in Fig. 5.

In the second step, once the first element of each data disk is placed in the mirror disk array, the rest elements on each data disk can be placed easily. In particular, the elements on a data disk are taken out from top to bottom, and their replications are placed from left to right after the replication of first element in the mirror disk array. If the destination disk goes beyond disk \(n-1\) in the mirror disk array, we go back and start from mirror disk 0 again.

**B. Reconstruction Analysis**

Under our novel element arrangement in the mirror disk array, the shifted mirror method still protect data from any single disk failure. Because each element and its replication are stored in different disk arrays, when any single disk fails, the replications of the failed elements on this disk are intact. So no data has been lost.

We provide two properties of the shifted mirror method before analyzing the read throughput during reconstruction.

From the arrangement formulas, any two different elements on the same data disk, \(a_{i,p}\) and \(a_{i,q}\), are allocated on mirror disks \((p+i)\) and \((q+i)\), respectively. Since \(a_{i,p}\) and \(a_{i,q}\) are different elements, \(p \neq q\), we also have \(0 \leq p, q < n\), so that \((p+i) \neq (q+i)\), which implies that they are allocated on different mirror disks. Therefore, we can conclude that the replications of different elements on the same data disk are allocated on different mirror disks. In addition, there are \(n\) elements in each data disk and exactly \(n\) mirror disks. Above all, we can get the first important property of the shifted mirror method for each stripe:

**Property 1.** The replications of the elements on the same data disk are allocated on all the mirror disks, each on exactly one different mirror disk.

Furthermore, by definition, any two different elements on the same mirror disk, \(b_{i,p}\) and \(b_{i,q}\), are replicated from data disk \(p\) and \(q\), respectively. Since \(p \neq q\), they are replicated from different data disks. Thus different elements on the same mirror disk must be replicated from different data disks. So we can get a similar conjecture with Property 1, which is the second important property of the shifted mirror method for each stripe:

**Property 2.** The elements on the same mirror disk are replicated from all the data disks, each from exactly one different data disk.

From Property 1 and Property 2, in the shifted mirror method, the corresponding replications of the elements on any disk are allocated on all the disks in the other disk array, each on exactly one different disk. As a result, in any single disk failure situation, we can read out the replications of
failed elements across all the disks in the other disk array. Thanks to parallel I/O in RAID architectures, each disk can read out an element synchronously in one read access. Above all, we can read out the replications of all the failed elements in one read access, which significantly improves the read throughput during the reconstruction process. To make a conclusion, in the mirror method with \( n \) disks in both disk arrays, the read throughput during the reconstruction process of the shifted mirror method increases \( n \) times in a stripe to that of the traditional one.

V. Shifted Mirror Method with Parity

A. Element Arrangement

The above novel element arrangement in mirror disk arrays can also be implemented to the mirror method with parity. As shown in Fig. 6, besides the data disk array and the mirror disk array under our novel element arrangement, a parity disk is added to provide a fault tolerance of two. So we name it shifted mirror method with parity.

The elements in the parity disk are numbered 0 to \( n - 1 \) from top to bottom, we denote the element \( c_j \) (\( 0 \leq j < n \)) as the \( j^{th} \) element on the parity disk. Beside the notations defined in Subsection IV-A, we use the mathematical notation \( \oplus \) to represent the XOR operation.

The parity disk is used in the same way as in the original mirror method with parity. So we can calculate the parity elements by:

\[
c_j = \sum_{i=0}^{n-1} a_{i,j}, 0 \leq j < n.
\]

The relationship between the element arrangement in the data disk array and that in the mirror disk array obey the same rules as discussed in Subsection IV-A. So the shifted mirror method with parity still keeps Property 1 and Property 2.

B. Reconstruction Analysis

Under our novel element arrangement, the shifted mirror method with parity has the ability to provide a fault tolerance of two. We enumerate all possible failure situations to verify this and provide the number of read accesses that are needed to recover the failed elements and respond to user read requests during the reconstruction process of each failure situation below.

1) A Single Disk Failed: When one of the disks in either disk array failed in the shifted mirror method with parity, the replications of all its elements are stored on the other disk array and all the failed elements can be recovered without any data loss. When the parity disk failed, there is no data in failure, so it does not affect the responding to user read requests. However, we have to read out all the data to recalculate the parity elements.

As mentioned in Subsection IV-B, when the failed disk is one of the disks in either disk array, from Property 1 and Property 2, we can read out all the replications of the failed elements of a single stripe in one read access with the utilization of parallel I/O in RAID architectures.

2) The Two Failed Disks Include the Parity Disk: In this case, one of the two disk arrays is intact, thus no data is lost. Since the parity disk failed, we have to read out all the data to recalculate the parity elements. Similarly, the replications of all the elements on the other failed disk of a single stripe can be read out through one read access from the intact disk array by Property 1 and Property 2, which significantly improves the read throughput during the reconstruction process.

3) The Two Failed Disks are in the Same Disk Array: In this case, the other disk array is also intact, so the recoverability of this situation is obvious. In this case, we need two read accesses to read out all the replications of the failed elements in a single stripe, one read access per failed disk.

4) Each Disk Array Contains One Failed Disk: To make it more convenient in the following description, without loss of generality, we assume that the failed disks are the \( x^{th} \) (\( 0 \leq x < n \)) data disk and the \( y^{th} \) (\( 0 \leq y < n \)) mirror disk.

By definition, for each stripe, only one element of data disk \( x \) has its replications on mirror disk \( y \) (i.e. \( a_{x,(y-x)} = b_{y,x} \)), and vice versa. Thus, the rest of the elements on data disk \( x \) have their replications stored intact in the mirror disk array and can be recovered from these replications. Similarly, we can verify the recoverability of the elements except \( b_{y,x} \) on mirror disk \( y \) as well. After this step, we can recover \( a_{x,(y-x)} \) (\( b_{y,x} \)) by using the XOR sum of other elements on the \( (y-x)^{th} \) row of data disk array and the parity element \( c_{(y-x)} \) in the parity disk. Hence, the recoverability of this failure situation has been verified.

In terms of the number of read accesses to read out all the data needed for recovering failed elements in one stripe, our shifted mirror method with parity improves the traditional method greatly as well. For each stripe, the replications of the elements, except \( a_{x,(y-x)} \), on data disk \( x \) can be read out through one synchronous read access from the mirror disk array, concurrently one synchronous read access from the data disk array can bring the replications of the elements, except \( b_{y,x} \), on mirror disk \( y \).

To recover \( a_{x,(y-x)} \), we need to read out all the elements from the \( (y-x)^{th} \) row of the data disk array and the
\( (y - x)_n \) element on the parity disk \(-c(y - x)_n\), which can be done by one read access as well.

In summary, only two read accesses are needed for recovering failed elements for one stripe in our shifted mirror method with parity.

We have enumerated all the failure situations above and proved that we can always find a reconstruction strategy for each one of them. Thus, we have proved that our shifted mirror method with parity has the ability to provide a fault tolerance of two.

\[ \text{VI. Features} \]

In this section, we discuss features and performance achieved by our shifted mirror methods (without or with parity): the high data availability during reconstruction, the reconstruction efficiency, the theoretical optimal write performance, the storage efficiency, and other element arrangement methods to achieve these features. We focus on theoretical analysis in this section and provide the corresponding experimental results in the next section.

As illustrated in [14], various performance metrics can be measured by rigorous counting and averaging with an assumption of equal failure probability for all disks. We follow the same methodology in measuring performance of our shifted mirror methods (without or with parity). In particular, the stack notion allows us to do the measurements in the following evaluations by rigorous counting and averaging on a simple stripe [14]. To see that, in the shifted mirror method (without or with parity), the placement of disks is rotated from stripe to stripe in practice. From the definition of “stack” in Subsection II-A, we can logically regard all the disks in a stripe as having the same possibility of getting into failure. In addition, the rotation of the parity disks in practice in the shifted mirror method with parity avoids bottleneck effects when repeated write operations are performed.

\[ \text{A. Data Availability During Reconstruction} \]

In this subsection, we use the number of read accesses to measure data availability during reconstruction. The less number of read accesses is used to read out unit data, the higher data availability is provided.

In either the traditional or our shifted mirror method, each disk from the two disk arrays is equally likely to fail, hence the average number of read accesses for recovering one stripe is the same as the one when any disk fails. From our discussions in Subsection II-B and Subsection IV-B, we conclude that the read throughput during the reconstruction process of our shifted mirror method increases \( n \) times in a stripe to that of traditional mirror method when there are \( n \) data disks.

For our shifted mirror method with parity, we have enumerated all the failure situations in Subsection V-B and provided the number of read accesses that are needed to recover the failed elements and respond to user read requests during the reconstruction process of each failure situation. Now, we count the number of cases of each failure situation by combinatorial algorithm, and summarize all the double-disk failure situations in Table I to provide a clearer analysis on the read throughput during reconstruction in terms of the number of read accesses.

The overall average number of read accesses can be generated by calculating the expectation value of Table I. We use \( F_i \) to represent each failure situation, thus \( Num \_Case(F_i) \) and \( Num \_Read(F_i) \) are the number of cases and the number of read accesses, respectively, in \( F_i \). So the average number of read accesses during the reconstruction process of the shifted mirror method with parity can be calculated by:

\[
\text{Avg}_\text{Read} = \frac{\sum (Num \_Case(F_i) \times Num \_Read(F_i))}{\sum Num \_Case(F_i)} = \frac{2n \times 1 + n(n - 1) \times 2 + n^2 \times 2}{2n + n(n - 1) + n^2} = \frac{4n}{2n + 1}.
\]

To ease the comparison of the read throughput during the reconstruction processes among various RAID architectures to provide a fault tolerance of two, we also plot the relative theoretical read throughput in a stripe of our shifted mirror method with parity against the traditional mirror method with parity and RAID 6 as the number of data disks increases. In particular, we measure the read throughput as the average number of read accesses during the reconstruction process. The ratios of the number of read accesses of our method over traditional RAID architectures are presented in Fig. 7.

The read throughput during the reconstruction process of RAID 6 in Fig. 7 is a little lower than that of traditional mirror method with parity because of the use of the “shorten” method [22]. As shown in Fig. 7, the ratios decrease very fast as the number of data disks increases in the storage system, achieving as low as 5 percent. Under
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B. Reconstruction Efficiency

During the reconstruction process of our shifted mirror
methods (without or with parity), we can rapidly read out
the needed data (either the replications of failed elements or
the elements to help calculating failed elements), which may
potentially improve reconstruction efficiency, especially for
disk arrays where write speed is faster than read speed (for
example, in our experiment environment in the next section).
Different reconstruction strategies and optimizations [10,
11] may be used to provide different reconstruction
efficiencies and trade off between data availability and
reconstruction efficiency; our shifted element arrangement
can be implemented orthogonally with them to provide
higher data availability and reconstruction efficiency.

C. Write Strategy

The term small write is defined as the modification of a
single data element in RAID architectures. However, since
redundant information is provided in RAID, the modification
for a single data element needs to update all the redundant
information related to it. In our shifted mirror method, the
modification of a single data element needs to write down
to the two disk arrays, updating both the original element
and its replication, which is the theoretical optimality for
the small write strategy in RAID architectures to provide a
single disk protection.

For our shifted mirror method with parity, besides the
original element and its replication, we have to update the
corresponding parity element at the same time, which also
attains to the theoretical optimality in RAID architectures to
provide a fault tolerance of two. In contrast, RAID 6 code
cannot attain the theoretically optimal updating efficiency
[19, 20], which is a bottleneck for the small write efficiency
of RAID 6.

Besides small write, one of the important goals of
designing RAID architectures is to achieve high write
efficiency for large write, which means writing data elements
row by row in the data disk array [7, 16]. The large write
strategy employed in traditional RAID architectures writes
an element down to each disk synchronously, hence a row
of data elements can be written down in one write access.

Our shifted mirror methods (without or with parity) attain
optimal write efficiency for large write as well. To see
this, we need to derive another important property of our
novel element arrangement. Assume \( a_{p,i} \) and \( a_{q,i} \) are two
different elements allocated in row \( i \) in the data disk array.
By definition, their replications are allocated in disk \( (i+p)_{n} \)
and disk \( (i+q)_{n} \), respectively, in the mirror disk array.
Since \( 0 \leq i, p, q < n, p \neq q \), we have \( (i+p)_{n} \neq (i+q)_{n} \), which means their replications are allocated in different
mirror disks. Hence, we have the third property of our shifted
element arrangement:

Property 3. The elements that come from the same row of
the data disk array are allocated on different mirror disks,
each element on exactly one different mirror disk.

From Property 3, when we modify data elements on a
specific row in the data disk array, we can update their
corresponding replications in the mirror disk array with one
write access thanks to parallel I/O. Furthermore, the write
operation for a row of elements in the data disk array and
the updating for their corresponding parity element can be
accomplished at the same time. As a result, under our novel
element arrangement, we can accomplish the large write for
a row of \( n \) data elements with one write access, which attains
to the theoretical optimality in RAID architectures.
two disk arrays have the same number of disks, but one stores data elements while the other stores their replications. In addition, there is a parity disk in the mirror method with parity. Assuming we have $n$ data disks, the storage efficiency equals $\frac{n}{2n}$ in the mirror method and $\frac{2n}{2n+1}$ in the mirror method with parity. With the increasing number of disks, the storage efficiency arises and approaches to 50 percent eventually.

In contrast to RAID 6, the mirror method with parity does have around 50 percent sacrifice in storage efficiency, but under our novel element arrangement, it needs as low as 5 percent number of read accesses of RAID 6 during the reconstruction process as shown in Fig. 7, which significantly improves the data availability during reconstruction. In summary, our shifted mirror methods (without or with parity) are one of the results in balancing the possible mappings from logical disks to physical disks, considered in our experiment, according to its definition in Subsection II-A and property [14], each stack contains all the possible mappings from logical disks to physical disks, so the experimental result is a true reflection of read and write efficiency.

E. Other Element Arrangements in Mirror Disk Arrays

The arrangement in this paper is not the only approach for the element arrangement in mirror disk arrays that provides high data availability during reconstruction. Other arrangements that satisfy the three properties could also be used in mirror disk arrays to provide the same features. In this subsection, we provide a systematic method to generate other equally powerful element arrangements.

Our novel element arrangement in mirror disk arrays can be regarded as a transformation function from the arrangement of $n \times n$ elements in the data disk array to an arrangement of $n \times n$ elements in the mirror disk array. We can apply this transformation function to the basic element arrangement iteratively. The resultant element arrangements after each iteration step are illustrated in Fig. 8.

The transformation function actually takes a column (disk) of elements in the previous arrangement onto a row in the next arrangement and vice versa. Therefore, from the original data disk array, the arrangements obtained by performing odd number of such transformations satisfy Property 1 and Property 2. For example, in Fig. 8, the leftmost arrangement is the one used in the shifted mirror method, and the third and fifth arrangements also satisfy Property 1 and Property 2. However, not all these arrangements comply with Property 3. For example, the fifth arrangement in Fig. 8 satisfies Property 3 while the third one does not.

All in all, we can apply the transformation function iteratively to find other element arrangements in mirror disk arrays, but we have to check the arrangements carefully to make sure that they satisfy all three properties.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS

We implemented both the traditional and shifted mirror methods (without or with parity) and evaluated them in terms of read throughput during reconstruction and write efficiency on real disk arrays. The implementation was based on an open source library, Jerasure-1.2 [12], which is widely used by the erasure code community [23].

All our experiments were performed on a machine with Intel Xeon processor (4 cores) that running at 2.40 GHz and 10 G physical memory, and the Operating System is SUSE Enterprise Server 11 with a kernel of V2.6.33. All the disks in our experiments are sitting in an individual array with 16 SAS disks. The disk type is Seagate/Savvio 10K.3, and the disk model number is ST9300603SS. Every disk is 300 GB and 10000 rpm with a cache of 16 MB, and each provides a peak read speed of 54.8 MB/Sec and a peak write speed of 130 MB/Sec.

In the following experiments, we set each element with a size of 4 MB, which is a typical choice in storage systems [24]. Because we aim to exam the read throughput during reconstruction, the actual size of data under reconstruction does not matter, and we encoded a film file and stored 17 GB data on each data disk. The number of data disks, $n$, varied from 3 to 7 in our experiments. Multiple stacks were considered in our experiment, according to its definition in Subsection II-A and property [14], each stack contains all the possible mappings from logical disks to physical disks, so the experimental result is a true reflection of read and write efficiency.

A. Read Throughput During Reconstruction

We enumerated all the disks, either the data disk or the mirror disk, to be the virtual failed disk in the mirror method. Either in the traditional or shifted mirror method, we tried to reconstruct the failed disk and recorded the read throughput during this reconstruction process. Finally, we averaged these values, which are shown in Fig. 9(a).

Similarly, we enumerated all the combinations of two disk failures (can be as many as 105 cases for 7 data disks, 7 mirror disks, and 1 parity disk) and averaged their read throughput values during the reconstruction process as the results to compare traditional and shifted mirror method with parity, which are shown in Fig. 9(b).

Note that after each reconstruction process, we also compared the original data on the virtual failed disk and the recovered data to verify the correctness of the reconstruction process.

Since the reconstruction processes of both the traditional mirror method with parity and RAID 6 need to read out all
the elements from specific disks (or even worse for RAID 6 with the “shorten” method [22]), we only implemented the traditional mirror method with parity, and the comparison between our method and RAID 6 is similar.

As shown in Fig. 9, the average read throughput during the reconstruction process of shifted mirror methods (without or with parity) is 1.54 to 4.55 times higher than that of traditional ones, which is in agreement with the observations from Fig. 7 to a large extent. We also observe the average read throughput of our shifted mirror methods (without or with parity) increase as \( n \) increases because of the higher I/O parallelism, whereas that of the traditional ones stay stable as \( n \) increases. Thus the read throughput gap between these two arrangements’ reconstruction process becomes higher as the number of data disks increases.

Note that the read access operations during the reconstruction process of our shifted mirror methods (without or with parity) are “random reads,” while that of the traditional ones are “sequential reads,” which eliminates the seek time. In addition, there may be some I/O merge optimizations for sequential reads in OS. Therefore, the empirical improvement of data availability is not as high as the theoretical analysis, but is still substantial to indicate that the data availability is improved significantly by using our novel element arrangement method.

B. Write Performance

We created a workload of one thousand random large write operations of the size varying from one element to as large as a whole stripe. The traditional and shifted mirror methods (without or with parity) were tested under the same workload to ensure the fairness of our experiments. In our experiments, we chose to directly write to disks by setting a parameter in Jerasure-1.2 to avoid cache effects. The comparison results in terms of write throughput are shown in Fig. 10.

The write performance of the mirror method is better than that of the mirror method with parity, because we have to update the corresponding parity elements in the latter’s write strategy. According to the scale and positional relationships of the modified data elements, we chose “read-modify-write” or “reconstruct-write” strategy on the updating of parity elements. In either strategy, we have to read out some data elements and the original parity elements, then use them to calculate the new values of the parity elements.

As shown in Fig. 10, the write performance of the traditional and our shifted mirror methods is about the same to a large extent. Since the traditional mirror methods (without or with parity) attain to the theoretical optimal write performance, besides the theoretical analysis in Subsection VI-C, we have shown by experimental results that our shifted mirror methods (without or with parity) provide the optimal write performance.

VIII. Conclusions

We have proposed a novel shifted element arrangement method for the mirror method and its variants in this paper. In particular, we have shown how to adapt this arrangement method in the mirror method and the mirror method with parity. Using this shifted element arrangement, we evenly distribute the replications of data elements in one disk to all the disks in the mirror disk array, leading to higher data availability during reconstruction. In addition, the shifted mirror methods (without or with parity) achieve the theoretical optimal write efficiency. We have implemented our shifted mirror methods (without or with parity) and evaluated them against the traditional methods. Our experimental results show that our methods achieve an improvement of a factor of 1.54 to 4.55 in data availability during reconstruction, and compatible write efficiency. In the future, we intend to extend our current shifted element arrangement to cope with other existing RAID architectures, such as the three-mirror method used in [8, 9].
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